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STEP TWO: We came to believe that a power greate~ than ourselves could 

restore us to sanity. 

. , , 

If you can accept the fact that a large number of drug dependent 

people were, like yourself, unable to control their own lives and that 

they have , through Narcotics Anonymous, found a way to live safe and 

s ober, you have only to believe what you see and experience Step Two. 

Narcotics Anonymous has many members. Their power--collectively, 

is certainly greater than that of any individual member. What is impossible 

for one alone is often light work for many. So tbe~, the many are a 

greater power than the one alone. You don't have to be religious to 

accept the idea of a power greater than yourself. Just take a look 

around with an open mind and you will see a positive power all around 

NA. Call it love, call it harmony, call it peace, call it cleanness and 

sobriety, call it good or call it God . It doesn't matter what you call 

it. What matters is that you want to get well and happy, and by looking 

and listening as openly as you can, you find that NA seems to have the 

powe r to get people well and happy. 

Thus thinking, I have affirmed the desire to stay clean and sober 

i n spite of the dilemma, no matter how large it may seem . Al so, I have 

affirmed my surrender to you people of NA and only then do I overcome 

t he alienation of being a drug addict . 
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You may be one of us who says. "1 need help with my drug problem 

aod I can see that NA bas that alright; but that Second Step says t his 

power greater than ourselves will "restore us to sanity" and, I 'm not 

crazy . I just can't handle drugs." Many of us started out with that 

attitude. 

The Higber Power we use in NA is a lot like this . We begin by 

simply admitting to the possibility of a power greater than ourselves. 

We discover that power in our lives from the very beginning of our lives 

in the program. Many fortunate things will occur mysteriously, but 

there are no accidents. 

Surely . we realize that if our car gets stuck in the mud, and we 

can't get it out by ourselves, we get belp in the form of many hands or 

a large machine. Many of us have come to believe that the forces of 

life know much more what our real needs are and will take care of us if 

undisturbed by self-will. This involves trust and faith in life itself. 

Is there really any madness in the universe or are there only 

similar states of painful confusion springing from various disorders of 

body and soul? 

We had no trouble admitting tha t addiction had become a destructive 

power greater than ourselves. It logically follows that there can also 

be a constructive power gre~ter than ourselves. When drugs are washed 

from our bodies through da ily abstinence and our minds begin to clear 
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from the effects of the drugs, a miracle takes place. We come to understand 

that our recoveries are a gift from a power greater than ourselves. 

Sanity is baving our priorities in order. We don't use drugs; we 

go t o meetingsj and using the NA program, we rely on God to provide what 

we need on a daily basis. We have been restored to sanity as far as the 

compulsion to use drugs is concerned. 

Keeping a watchful eye on our daily HALTS maintenance, we can get 

some food when Hungry; call someone in NA on the phone when Angry and 

Lonely; get some rest when Tired; and go to an NA meeting when taking 

ourselves too Serious. 

The important thing to remember as the urge to use drugs occurs is 

the fact that just because the mind is asking for drugs, it doesn't mean 

the body is. We are so into denial and overcontrolling our emotions 

that the occasional thought of drugs may be the only way our mind knows 

to get our attention . The mind signals drugs when the body may be 

actually asking for vitamins, food, rest or companionship. So we need 

our HALTS maintenance daily. The demand for drugs is usually short 

lived and passes quickly. Any reoccurring, long term thought about 

us ing drugs could indicate the need to do inventory and talk to another 

member of NA. 

There is a spirit that is guiding all living things. Call it God, 

Reason, the Infinite, Muhammad, Christ or whatever you like . If you 
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choose, call it nothing at all but find it and learn to benefit from its 

power and you will gain a new life, free from drugs aDd the pain they 

bave caused us. 

We have begun to see only recently how much our Higber Power has to 

offer. Sobriety aod clean living are only the beginning of new life. 

Life without fear is a gift we receive for the price of acceptance. 

We gradually began to find some order in the universe, aod accepted 

that "somebody" was supplying us with a conscience we had never had 

before, and was somehow giving us the power to overcome the compulsion 

to use . It sure as hell wasn't us. We wanted to get high so bad it was 

ridiculous, but knew that we could be of no use to anyone if we did. 

Belief is the beginning. Step Two begins to give us the power to 

overcome our compulsion. It is helpful to stop at this point and go 

ove r our thinking in tbis respect. We should not take the chance that 

our understanding of a power greater tban ourselves is sufficient at 

this point. Your power can be the group itself. It can follo .. - a religious 

t r adition. The only thing we want to emphasize is that you should feel 

comfortable with your Higber Power and be able to make the statement 

that it cares about you. 

So, we have this disease : progressive, incurable, terminal. And 

t he most amazing single fact about the disease is that we went out and 

bought it on tbe time plan: That is insane. Tbink about that . You, I, 
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everyone we meet in NA, the junkie snatching purses on the street, the 

sweet ladies hitting two or three different doctors for their perfectly 

legal prescriptions . All of us have tbis one thing in common- -we buy 

the disease that kills us and, one way or anotber, we usually pay for it 

with blood, sweat and tears and we continue to pay for it a balloon at a 

time or a few pills at a time or a bottle at a lime until the day we 

die. That is at least part of the insanity of drug addiction. The 

price may seem worse for the junkie girl who prostitutes berself for ber 

fix tban it is for the wealthy woman who merely lies to ber doctor, but 

ultimately, both pay with their lives. Ask yourself this question : Do 

I believe that it would be insane to walk up to someone and say "Would 

you please sell me my own deatb--on the time plan?" Or--"Hay I please 

have a heart attack or a fatal accident?" If you can agree that this 

would be an insane thing compa r able to giving yourself an injection of 

deadly poison , only slower, you should have no trouble with the Second 

Step. 

The Second Step is in all likelihood the second most important 

thing that must happeo for us to achieve any sort of ongoiog recovery. 

The First Step leaves us at a place where we need to come to believe in 

cometbing that can help us with our lack of power and sense of hopelessness. 

Belief becomes the most important thing for us to work 00. We have in 

all probability some type of belief and unless we examine it and seek to 

improve it, it may be insufficient to give us recovery . Certainly our 

belief didn't do too much to help us with our active addiction in the 

past. If we want better r esults we should look for what's been working 
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and what has failed us. Our belief bas usually come to us at an early 

age from members of a family that has at least one member who has a 

disease with definite traits of family illness. We mayor may not bave 

a workable idea of God. 

Mo st addicts have strong feelings about their Higber Power and 

vigorously defend tbeir right to tbeir own understanding. We have 

thougbt it over privately and talked it over with our trusted friends. 

The strength to move into action comes from our Higber Power however 

we understand Him. Asking for help in specific terms usually precedes 

getting that belp. By opening the gates of our bearts we become ready 

to receive the help we need. 

We need to accept this Step fully to start our road to recovery. 

When our belief has grown to some point of comfort, we are ready to take 

tbe Third Step. 
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STEP FOUR: We made a searching and fearless moral inventory of 

ourselves. 

Step Four is here to belp us see exactly where our problems are and 

to measure our strengths and weaknesses. 

Let's face it. When we were using we weren't very honest with 

ourselves. If we were, we wouldn't bave been able to live with our 

addiction. We are finally beginning to become honest wben we admit 

drugs have us whipped and that we need help--but it took us a long time 

to get down to where we could admit we were whipped and we're probably 

not going to become well physically, spiritually, mentally or emotionally 

overnight. Step Four is going to belp us toward recovery more than we 

can imagine . Ask anyone who has some time in the program and who has 

the kind of life you want for yourself. Almost without exception, they 

will tell you that the Fourth Step was a turning point in their lives. 

Host of us were surprised to find that we had some good points in our 

moral inventory: 

Some people make the mistake of approaching the Fourth Step as if 

it were a confession of how horrible they are--wilat a bad person they 

have been. This is not the purpose of the Fourth Step. We are trying 

to free ourselves of living in old, useless patterns. \~e take the 

Fourth Step to gain the necessary strength and insight to enable us to 

grow in this new way of life. A binge of emotional sorrow over real and 

imagined wrongs will not help us. In fact, it could be quite harmful. 
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Our purpose is to be rid of guilt--not to wallow in it: To be done 

with the past, not to cling to it . We want to look it in the face and 

see it for what it was--and then release it so that we can live in 

peace. The past for most of us has been a ghost in the closet. We have 

been afraid to open that closet for fear of what that ghost may do to 

us. 

The way to write an inventory is to write iti Thinking about 

inventory, talking about it (one-oo-one or at meetings), theorizing 

about it, will nol get it written. Sit down witb a notebook, pray, pick 

up your pen and start writing: 

You don ' t have to do this alone. Your will and your life are now 

in the hands of the Source of all strengtb--tap into the Source~ Writing 

a thorough and honest inventory looks impossible to most of us. This 

may be because it is--if we're operating on our own "power. II Take a few 

quiet moments each time before you write and pray for tithe power to 

carry it out. II 

Don't write your inventory with a particular person in mind to read 

it to. If you do that you may wind up "slantingtl what you write in 

order to please them . Besides, life is unmanageable, and you canlt know 

for sure to wbom youlll read it anyway. Only time will tell, and the 

Fifth Step will take care of itself. Youlre not there yet and you don't 

have to worry about it. Stay here in the Now--youlre on Step Four, and 

that 's all. 
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A Fourth Step takes the confusioo out of our minds and puts it on 

paper where we can look at it. You may approach it in any number of 

ways . It is advisable that before you do, you go over the first three 

Steps with your sponsor. Be comfortable with your understanding of 

these Steps . Allow yourself the privilege of feeling good about what 

you are doi.ng. DOD I t allow yourself to be driven as you were driven for 

so long by drugs. Remember that one of our mottos is "Easy Does It." 

We have been crashing around for a long time and it's gotten us nowhere. 

Now we're going to take it easy and not let things frighten us. 

So go over the first three Steps and tben witb pen and paper, begin 

your inventory . If you possibly can, get off by yourself, away from the 

daily pressures to do this. If the word moral bothers you, call it your 

positive/negative inventory, or your good/bad inventory. All you're 

trying to do is to find out which things about yourself you want to 

change. If you were a grocer, you would not hesitate to separate the 

rotten fruit from the good fruit in your store and throw the rotten 

fruit away. The NA program has this Fourth Step to help you see which 

is which. 

It is important to remember where we came from if we don't want to 

return. We had to go through what we went through, to get where we are. 

A basi c rule of thumb is that you can 'Wrile too little, but you can 

never write too much. The inventory will fit the i ndividual. Just 

write and write, until your brain is empty. Those things that you think 

about while not sleeping are usually inventory material. As we realize 
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bow little of value we have to lose aDd bow much we have to gain, we 

will plunge into this Step without reservation. 

We remove these thorns in our sides by listing them on paper. The 

drug addict sits down with paper and pen and prays for God to belp him 

in this and to reveal tbe defects that are causing pain and suffering. 

We pray for the courage to be fearless and thorough so that this inventory 

may help us to get our lives in order . When we pray and take action it 

almost invariably goes well for us . 

Write down your fears, your resentments and your guilts. We may 

examine in depth our relationships to people, places and things, and ask 

ourselves what we have demanded of these relationships. Often the 

answers will sbow tbat we are placing unreasonable demands on reality. 

Often we find we are demanding people not to be who they are, say what 

they just said, or do what they are doing. 

Host of us have found that we were neither so terrible nor so 

wonderful as we supposed. Ultimately we are just bumao, with pretty 

much the same fears and longings and troubles and so OD as everyone 

else. One of the greatest benefits of the NA program is discovering 

that we need Dever be alone again. Others bave felt as we bave felt. 

Otbers bave failed where we bave failed and they are bere now in the 

strengtb of tbe fellowship, ready and eager to belp us . 
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This Fourth Step can be a wonderful adventure, reviewing our past 

performance and our present behavior to see what we want to keep and 

what we want to be rid of. It seems that this Step bas the reputation 

of being a bugaboo . In reality it's quite simple. 

It is not expected that we are going to do it perfectly right away . 

If we were perfect, we would not be buman. The important thing i s that 

we do our best . We use the tools available to us. Get into action--get 

started and let it flow. 
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STEP EIGHT: 

The last five Steps of Narcotics Anonymous - the Eighth througb the 

Twelvth - are the "get out and live" Steps. Just 8S the First, Second, 

and Third Steps give us the necessary tools to begin a clean life and 

the Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, aod Seventb Steps complete tbe complicated 

process of self- forgiveness and the beginning of new attitudes. The 

Eighth Step starts the procedure of forgiving other people, being forgiven 

by them, and learning bow to live io the world as a drug-free buman 

being. 

The point of the Eighth Step is willingness. Are we willing, if it 

is possible and practical, to make amendsj to once aod for all, clear 

away the shadows of fear that our past holds for us? 

The preceding seven Steps looked pretty rougb until we took the 

plunge and got into them. This one is no different. If seems hard now, 

but once we've done it ~'e'll wonder ~'by we didn't do it long ago. 

Once again, we admit where ~ were at fault regardless of wbat the 

other person did to arouse our bostility--we admit that we burt them, 

directly or indirectly, through some action, some lie, some broken 

promise, neglect or wbatever it was . 

This Step is a good test of our new found humility. We consult 

with our sponsors in this matter. Again, as in the Fourtb Step, we do 

not want to become entangled in useless, dangerous self loathing. Our 
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purpose is to achieve freedom from the guilt we have carried so far with 

&0 much pain so that we can look the world in the eye with neither 

agressiveness nor fear. 

The Eighth Step is not easy; it demands a new kind of honesty about 

our relations with other people . We had to feel better internally 

before we could even bear to think about whom we bad harmed, how we bad 

harmed them, and exactly what harm we had caused . One of our difficulties 

in our addiction was the way we perceived ourselves. 

Once again, we admit where ~ were at fault regardless of what the 

other person did to arouse our bostility--we admit that we burt them, 

directly or indirectly, througb some action, some lie, some broken 

promise, neglect or whatever it was. 

It will Dot make me a better person to judge the faults of another. 

The thing that will make me a better person is to clean up my own messes- 

relieve myself of my own guilt. The Eighth Step is a mighty stride away 

from a life dominated by guilt and remorse. 

We need some real honesty before we can make an accurate list. In 

preparing to make the Eighth Step list, it is belpful to define barm. 

One definition of harm is physical or mental damage. Another definition 

is inflicting pain, suffering, or loss . 
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The damage may be caused by something that is said or done and the 

harm resulting from these words or actions may be eitber intentional or 

unintentional on the part of the person who is inflicting the harm. The 

degrees of harm can run from making someone feel mentally uncomfortable 

to inflicting bodily injury or even deatb . 

We make our list, or take it from our Fourtb Step and add to it 

anyone we can think of and tben we face tbat list honestly and openly 

and examine our hearts. Are we willing to make amends? In many cases 

we cannot do it, it is not possible nor practical in some instances. We 

may not know who it was we wronged in some cases. In other instances we 

might run the risk of involving a third person, some companion of our 

days of drug abuse who does not wish to be exposed. We do not have the 

right nor do we need for Any moral reason to endanger that person. 

Just about anyone that comes into contact with an active addict 

risks being harmed. Many members mention their parents, spouses and 

children, boyfriends, girlfriends, other addicts, casual acquaintances, 

co-workers, employers, teachers, landlords, and total strangers. 

A problem many of us seem to have with the Eighth Step and the 

admission of the harm we did is the belief we were victims, not victimizers, 

in our addiction. Avoiding this rationalization is crucial to the 

Eighth Step . 
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We had to think of disassociating what bad been done to me and what 

I had done. We were forced to cut away all our justifications and this 

idea of being a victim. 

The final difficulty in working the Eighth Step is separating it 

from the Ninth Step. Projecting about the Ninth Step can be a major 

obstacle both in making the list and in becoming willing. We do not 

even think about making the amends, but just concentrate on exactly what 

the Eighth Step says which is to make a list and to become willing . 

"We try and do this Step as if there was no Ninth Step." The 

Eighth Step is actually an action Step. And like all the action Steps 

it offers immediate benefits . "The main thing this Step does for us is 

to build awareness that, little by little, we are gaining new attitudes 

about ourselves and how we deal with other people." 
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STEP NINE: We made direct amends to such people wherever possible, 

except when to do so would injure them or otbers. 

We want to get rid of our fear but we neither need nor wish to do 

so at the price of causing suffering to anyone else . It is very important 

that we take guidance from our sponsors or spiritual advisors in this 

matter. A very good approach, thougb certainly not the only approach to 

this task, is to take our list to our sponsor and let him or her help us 

set up a schedule or plan of amends. 

We recommend turning over our legal problems to lawyers, especially 

those who have actually helped someone in the program. Professional 

belp is available to help us with our financial and medical problems. 

Part of learning to live is not to take on problems and responsibilities 

that we are ill equipped to handle. In some cases we need to repay a 

sum of money or replace some object of value. Tbis may be beyond our 

means . If it is, we can only proceed with direction. 

Timing is an essential part of this Step. We should make amends 

when the opportunity presents itself I as long as to do so will not cause 

more harm than good. When it gets to the point that we cannot hold the 

hurt in any longer, amends will be made. 

Is some old relationships an unresolved conflict exists. We enter 

the old conflict and resolve it by our amends and thereby get out of any 

future antagonisms and ongoing resentments. These are the old tapes 

that would keep playing back as long 8S we lived . By making amends we 
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created 8 lasting change in our lives. We also behold the mysterious 

fact that instead of feeling knocked down and drained of energy, we feel 

relieved and sort of excited . 

This Step puts positive direction in our lives. All the years of 

using put a negative attitude in others about us . It helps us with our 

guilt and others with their anger. 

In many instances we will need to go somewhere, bumbly to ask 

forgiveness for some old wrong. Sometimes, this will turn out to be a 

joyous occasion wben some old friend or relative proves very willing to 

let bygones be bygones and welcomes us back to the land of the living. 

However, some people are Dot so willing to let go of their bitterness, 

as we were oPce unwilling to let go of ours. We must not fall into 

remorse over this for we have made amends as best we could. 

There are some things we can make direct amends for, some we can 

only make partial amends for, and some we canlt make direct amends for 

at all. Sometimes making amends would make someone aware of something 

they knew nothing about, causing unnecessary hurt, pain or anger. 

We can make amends by our actions. They don't always have to be 

verbal. Staying clean is also an amend because we are no longer part of 

the problem, now we're part of recovery . 
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It is not in our power to go into the past and undo that which has 

been done. We can offer our amends. If they are accepted, so much the 

better. If they are not, we have done what we could for ourselves . If 

the incident disturbs us, we get to our sponsors or to a meeting and 

share the experience. It is advisable to pray for those who are unable 

to forgive. 

When it came to making amends for all the things we did there was a 

lot found. We had to keep our amends in general. In the progress of 

our recovery we will be restored to sanity and part of sanity is effectively 

relating to otbers. We will less often view people 8S a threat to our 

security. Real security in our gut and in our cleanliness will replace 

the physical ache and mental confusion. We will want to address ourselves 

to these people with love and patience. Fear of relapse will make many 

of our most sincere well-wishers reluctant to accept our cleanliness as 

real . We must remember the pain they have known. It time many seeming 

miracles will occur. Many of us separated from our children succeed in 

reestablished deep emotional bonds. Estranged wives or husbands may be 

dangerous to our recovery if they fit the category of old playmates. 

They will need to get us loaded to justify their sickness. If the 

relationship is real, it will survive. Reacceptance into the family of 

our birth is eventual for most. Clean and sober speaks for itself. 

Patience is the great method of the program . The unconditional love we 

experience as members will rejuvenate our will to live and each positive 

move on our part will be matched by an unexpected opportunity. 
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The benefit of this Step is to be able to face people we have known 

with a clear conscience. By discovering and admitting our fault we work 

a miracle . 
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STEP TEN: We continued to take personal inventory and when we were 

wrong promptly admitted it . 

Are we doing our best? Are we staying honest? Are we still growing 

or are we slipping back into the old reaps and resentments? It is the 

purpose of the Tenth Step to answer tbese and similar questions. Those 

defects of character which we found in tbe Fourth Step are deeply ingrained 

in our being. 

Continuing to take personal inventory means that we form a habit of 

looking at ourselves, our attitudes, our actions, and our relationships 

on a regular basis. We try to come up with honest evaluations and to 

put out more or less energy in certain areas we are concerned with. 

It's very important to keep sharing with other people so that when you 

come up with a rationalization for seeing positive in a negative behavior 

we can be told about it. Especially in times of stress, bunger, loneliness 

and weariness, we are vulnerable to the old ways of thinking and reacting. 

We need to deal with ourselves instead of taking others' inventories . 

This step keeps us growing and changing. It is easy after dealing with 

our past to become complacent. We need to keep lookina\ at all 

the time, looking for old forms of behavior . 

This highlights the preventative part of the Tenth Step. You ask 

yourself as you go through the day, "Am I being sucked in by some old 

pattern of fear or resentment? Am I too tired? Too hungry? Is my 
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thinking getting cloudy?" It's sort of a vaccination against insanity 

on a continuing basis. 

We bave discussed the preventative side of the Tenth Step. The 

more we use it, the less we will need the corrective side. Sometimes we 

are going to revert a little and we are going to do things we disapprove 

of. When this happens the Tenth Step is there to keep us from slipping 

back into the shadowland of guilt. We examine ourselves on a daily 

basis. Did we cause someone harm? Do we need to make an amend? If we 

do, we take care of it as soon as possible. When these things are left 

undone, they have a way of festering like an infection . We get to our 

sponsor and we learn and grow. 

Many of these things which, in the beginning, seem so difficult, 

prove to be our greatest sources of growth and strength . We do not do 

these things because we are altruistic. We do not apologize to the one 

we harmed out of any great compassion or natural inclination to be kind. 

We do it first and foremost because it is the only way we know for 

addicts to cbange our basic characters and for us, change or die. At 

first we "act as if" we believe in this new life. We are tolerant of 

others because resentment or impatience could kill us. As time passes 

we grow spiritually, so that our old ways of selfishness and fear may 

gradually be replaced with fellowship and love. 
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I 
We sought through prayer and meditation to improve our 

conscious contact with God, as we understood Him, praying 

only for knowledge of His will for us, and the power to 

carry that out. 

When we first come into this program we are protected and guided by 

a power greater than ourselves. This we have set in motion by surrendering 

a plea for help. The purpose of the Eleventh Step is to increase our 

awareness of that power and the ability to use it as a source of strength 

in our new lives. 

Now we've been clean and sober for a while we try and work the 

Steps of NA to the best of our ability and we begin noticing cbanges in 

ourselves. Many of us really begin to appreciate this fact when we get 

into the Eleventh Step. For in the Eleventh Step the good life we've 

been practicing suddenly begins to come alive. We find ourselves praying 

because it feels good and brings us peace and confidence. It helps us 

to live a life of love and stay away from that old life of fear and 

distrust. As we seek our God, our personal, private contact with God 

opens like a flower in the sun. We begin to see that God's love was 

- there all the time, waiting for us to accept it. Life finally begins to 

get sweet and good even though we still face human pain. 

Clean living is possible when we rely in a Higher Power on a daily 

basis to provide us spiritual progress . The 12 Steps of NA are a progressive 

recovery process establishing in us normal living; the normal life of 

reliance in our Higher Power. 
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In the Third Step we tried to turn our will and our life over to 

God. We renew this effort. daily in the Eleventh Step. 

Most. of us rebel against this in the beginning. The old fears cry 

out, "My will be done." The first t.ime we hear someone say, "Let go and 

let. God," it sounds idiotic. "No!", we say, "if I let go I'U disappear 

or get taken advantage of." What bappens instead is that the more we 

improve our conscious contact with God via prayer and meditation, the 

more oft.en we pause wben doubtful and say. IIGod, I don't know what. to 

do. Please teach me." 

It's a fact. When we finally get our own selfish motives out of 

the way, we begin to find a peace unmatchable to a drug induced high. 

We begin to experience an awareness and an empathy with other people. 

A person who has realized their powerlessness and seen the vision 

the Higher Power has for them, will see why we pray only for knowledge 

of His will for us and the power to carry it out. Our deepest longings 

and recurring images of the kind of persons we'd like to be are only 

glimpses of God's will for us. 'Our perceptions are so limited we can't 

see to tomorrow and when we place ourselves in the care of our ultimate 

authority, a loving God, it is our own real dreams that come true . 

It's easy to slip back into our old ways . We have to learn to 

maintain our new lives on a spiritually sound basis to insure our continued 

growth and recovery. God will not force His goodness on us but we will 
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receive it if we ask . This is not cruelty. Enforced morality lacks the 

force that comes from our own choice. 

The Eleventh Step helps us, io the face of a problem, to be aware 

of God. The underlying principle of this step is God consciousness . We 

try to avoid asking for specific things . It's bard because we ' re so 

sure that we know wbat' s right for us. We DO\o' know if we pray to do 

God ' s will, we will recieve wbat's best for us . 

When we pray, a remarkable thing happensj we find the means, the 

ways and energies to perform tasks far beyond our capabilities. By the 

apparent surrender of our O\O>'D po\o'er, we gain a far mightier power that 

will see us througb every conceivable trail or trouble so loog as we 

keep faith .nd renew it through daily prayer. 

Our efforts h.ve produced in us many times , a feeling of peace and 

serenity that we have never known before . We know tbat in doing God's 

will our lives will be fulfilled. 


